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The no-nonsense design duo argues that great original design 
has nothing to do with price, but everything to do with the 
ability of its creator. That spirit of craft, combined with 
Nørgaard’s reflective mind and Kechayas’ “just do it” attitude, 
has made them a well-known name on the Danish design 
scene. Doing everything from elephant chairs to chameleon 
lamps in terracotta and kryptonite.

With the Material Pendant being our most popular product 
since day one, we are more than excited to extend this 
strikingly minimalist range. The introduction of the Material 
Table Lamp and Material Wall Lamp allows you to bring the 
beauty of natural materials into every room of the house. Both 
products feature a pivoting head for added function, and a 
sleek black frame that places your chosen material front and 
centre. From the warmth of mixed cork and terracotta, to the 
textural concrete finish, the Material series is perfect for those 
intimate settings.

Materials
Shade in mouth blown opal glass or mirror polished stainless 
steel, base in black powder coated aluminum with steel details 
and black PVC cord. Three-step dimmer on table lamp and on/
off switch on wall lamp

Dimensions
Table Lamp - H 450 x W 190 x D 250 mm
Pendant - H 140 x Ø 130 mm
Wall Lamp - H 230 x W 130 D 185 mm
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About the Designer

New Works presents a collection at the intersection between 
old and new. Light and dark. Design and art. Our work pays 
homage to the strong Scandinavian history of craftsmanship 
and materiality, whilst challenging the contemporary forms of 
today. We collaborate with an international group of renowned 
designers and artists, who display a matching fascination with 
sculptural forms and honest materials. These collaborative 
pursuits convey our love of the sensual, and of the bold.
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